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Meeting Transcript
Francesco Cavraro – Ca’ Foscari University
Brief summary of the two co-creation labs (Taglio di Po, Italy and Porek, Croatia):
- Good participation and involvement of fishermen
- Differences and similarities among Italian and Croatian fishermen
- Willingness to create a transnational consortium to be represented
Croatian fisherman
Aim of the consortium should be to homogenise the different national legislations. Croatian fishermen are penalised respect to Italian fishermen. A logistic infrastructure is needed, in order to:
- sell “Adriatic Fish”, regardless of the Italian or Croatian origin;
- promote the products.
Fabio Pranovi - Ca’ Foscari University
The last Joint Discussion Board, even if not so planned in AF, can take the form of another cocreation lab, with the participation of both Italian and Croatian fishermen, at the beginning of 2020,
somewhere between Italy and Croatia. Aim of the lab will be the redaction of a statute for the
trans-national consortium. From now to mid-February 2020 PPs should send suggestions about
the statute, then fishermen will discuss during the lab. Proposal should consider national regulations. The consortium should be operative by June 2020 e.g. managing the fisherman villages or
the fishing grounds identified by the authorities and obtaining a certification of sustainability.
Piergiorgio Vasi – Emilia-Romagna Region
There are difficulties about the creation of a consortium due to differences between the management of the regional financial statements and the project budget. At present, only FVG region has
a SSF consortium. The transnational consortium will contain other national consortia or will group
single fishermen?
About the fisherman villages, will they be temporary events? Because PP does not have enough
budget to acquire permanent infrastructures.
Dionisio Crosera – Italian fisherman
The transnational consortium should be open to all SSF operators. It is not necessary it will comply
with Italian Ministry regulation from the beginning.

Another Italian fisherman
The starting idea is that we are people working together to get the same results, for the good of
everybody
Matteo Bellemo – Veneto Region
The best choice would be a trans-national consortium grouping individual fishermen. Also, for the
Veneto region the fisherman’s village should be a temporary event to promote SSF products.
Aldo Tasselli – Istria Region
Law regulation for the consortium are very binding. We should not try to obtain a sustainability
trademark but a sustainability label, to identify the products and avoid tampering due to misbehaviour of some fishermen.
Fabio Pranovi
The voluntary adhesion to the consortium by fishermen should guarantee for product quality and
avoid misbehaviours. The sustainability trademark would be a process trademark, not an origin
trademark. It would require a pre-assessment to evaluate how far SSF is right now from the three
criteria necessary to obtain the certification.
Each partner should briefly describe its ideas for a feasible fisherman’s village, built up with fishermen collaboration.
The next co-creation lab should start from a brief draft of normative aspects about the consortium.
COGEPA president
The trans-national consortium should provide some benefits to the fishermen. Reaching the goals
to obtain the approval from the Italian ministry is nearly impossible. In the two-year timeframe of
the Adri.SmartFish project it seems difficult to make the consortium self-sufficient.
Croatian fisherman (same of before)
The consortium will be useful to have a single influential actor to represent the whole Adriatic SSF.
Fabio Pranovi
The best choice would be a trans-national consortium of single fishermen. It is better to start with
the simplest, smart and convenient form of consortium to gain visibility and use the project time
frame as a test.
Stefano Kutin – FVG Region
SSF operators are the best actor to manage small fishing grounds.
Fisherman’s village would be perfect in touristic places.
Aldo Tasselli
A SWOT analysis is needed. In this way, the Croatian Ministry will know each local situation, with
a bottom-up process that allows a dialogue between fishermen and the central government.
Mario Jurasic – Croatian Ministry
I was expecting more fishermen. From an administrative point of view, the consortium of single
fishermen would be simpler, and it would be a good starting point to comply with the project’s
requirements. In the following years it could evolve in a fully functioning consortium that will involve

most of the SSF operators. Now we need some guidelines, e.g. it is necessary to precisely define
what is SSF.
Sanja Matic-Skoko – IZOR
Small trawling is in a grey zone between SSF and large-scale fishery. Since small pelagic fish are
the most important landing in Croatia, the rest of coastal fishery is overlooked. The geographical
fragmentation of the coast is another complication. The trans-national consortium would help to
overcome these difficulties.
Vittorio Manduca – Emilia-Romagna Region
The trans-national consortium could be a joint venture. In this way, the local entities could develop
into single consortia member of the trans-national one. The definition of SSF will be comprised in
the requirements to join the consortium, aligning the Italian and the Croatian sides of the Adriatic
Sea. Local activities will give autonomy to the consortium after the end of the project. The consortium will bring an administrative simplification for the fishermen. Other benefits for the fishermen will be suggested by the consortium itself to the administration, as a lobby activity.

